THE REDLINE TOOL
COMPARE SEC FILINGS SIDE BY SIDE

Minor revisions to SEC filings can have a major impact on your work. Now Lexis® Securities Mosaic® offers an enhanced Redline Tool that expands your ability to compare documents and identify changes, deletions and additions.

Accessing the Redline Tool is easy.
Start with an Item Search from the SEC Filings Search Page. When your results appear, select the items you wish to compare and click the Red Box icon (next to Doc Cart) at the top of your results list.

New! Easier Access. Now those who access the Securities Mosaic® service without an individual login can access the Redline Tool (thereby making it available to more users).

Coming Soon! Expanded Capabilities. In addition to your ability to compare 10-K, 8-K, 10-Q and 20-F items, Risk Factor items and selections of your own documents, you’ll also be able to compare these form types:
- F-1
- S-1
- S-3
- S-11

Contact us to learn more.
866.650.3600
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